We develop a framework to analyse the Credit Default Swaps (CDS) market as a network of risk transfers among counterparties. From a theoretical perspective, we introduce the notion of flow-of-risk and provide sufficient conditions for a bow-tie network architecture to endogenously emerge as a result of intermediation. This architecture shows three distinct sets of counterparties: i) Ultimate Risk Sellers (URS), ii) Dealers (indirectly connected to each other), iii) Ultimate Risk Buyers (URB). We show that the probability of widespread distress due to counterparty risk is higher in a bow-tie architecture than in more fragmented network structures. Empirically, we analyse a unique global dataset of bilateral CDS exposures on major sovereign and financial reference entities in 2011 − 2014. We find the presence of a bow-tie network architecture consistently across both reference entities and time, and that the flow-of-risk originates from a large number of URSs (e.g. hedge funds) and ends up in a few leading URBs, most of which are non-banks (in particular asset managers). Finally, the analysis of the CDS portfolio composition of the URBs shows a high level of concentration: in particular, the top URBs often show large exposures to potentially correlated reference entities.
Non-technical summary
Over The Counter (OTC) derivatives markets represent a key channel for the propagation of direct contagion in the financial system. Interest Rate and Credit Default Swaps (CDS), for instance, account for a considerable share of banks' intra-financial exposures (in particular for the G-SIBs). Notwithstanding the advancement of central clearing, the majority of trades in the CDS market remains on a bilateral basis: the resulting opacity and complexity in the network of exposures may contribute to systemic risk as the Lehman Brothers and AIG episodes during the global financial crisis have illustrated. Although the CDS market has shown its systemic role during the global financial crisis, its structure has not yet received a lot of attention by researchers. Since a CDS is essentially an insurance contract against the default of an underlying entity, these derivatives entail a transfer of underlying credit risk and the correspondent exposure to counterparty risk. In particular, we find that the structure of the CDS market is characterised by the existence of long chains of intermediation, where risk is passed among a set of "dealers" which comprises the set of G-SIBs and may include other market participants (e.g. hedge funds). Dealers typically run matched net positions (in relative terms) as their business model is oriented towards intermediation rather than outright risk retention. Dealers are therefore both risk buyers and sellers and generate a complex network of exposures. This series of risk transfers among market players creates a particular flow-of-risk, which is the main concept we analyse in this paper. First, we formalise the notion of flow-of-risk and show that underlying and counterparty credit risks have opposite directions. We then provide sufficient conditions for a bow-tie network architecture to endogenously emerge as a result of the role dealers play in this market combined with the large amount of intra-dealer exposures. This architecture shows three distinct set of counterparties: i) Ultimate Risk Sellers (URS), ii) Dealers, indirectly exposed to each other in terms of counterparty risk, and iii) Ultimate Risk Buyers (URB). We show analytically that the probability of a widespread distress due to counterparty risk is higher in a bow-tie architecture than in more fragmented network structures. Empirically, we use a novel dataset to analyze counterparty risk as well as fundamental credit risk in bilateral CDS exposures network. The dataset, obtained from the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC), comprises virtually all gross and net exposures worldwide on 162 reference entities, including all major sovereign and financial reference entities. Our dataset contains snapshots in the years 2011 to 2014 and it covers around 30% of the global single name CDS market. Our empirical analysis delivers three main results. First, we find that the CDS network shows precisely a bow-tie network architecture for the vast majority of reference entities across all time snapshots. Second, by identifying URSs and URBs, we are able to understand in which sectors of the economy the flow-of-risk originates and in which sectors it ends up. The flow of underlying credit risk originates from a large number of URSs and ends up in a very few leading URBs, the largest majority of which are non-banks. Third, the analysis of the CDS portfolio composition of the URBs shows a high level of concentration in the market: in particular, the top URBs often show large exposures to correlated reference entities.
Introduction
Over the Counter (OTC) derivatives markets provide an important channel for the propagation of contagion in the financial system (Haldane, 2009; Cont, 2010; Clerc et al., 2013; Brunnermeier et al., 2013; Benos et al., 2013) . For many Global Systemically Important Banks (G-SIBs), approximately half of the value of intra-financial assets is represented by OTC derivatives (Allahrakha et al., 2015) . Moreover, despite the progress of central clearing, a large share of derivatives transactions continues to be conducted on a bilateral basis. The resulting opacity and complexity in the network of exposures can contribute to systemic risk (Haldane, 2009) as both the Lehman Brothers and AIG episodes during the global financial crisis have showed. The motivation for this paper stems from the multi-faceted nature of the Credit Default Swaps (CDS) market microstructure. A CDS works as an insurance contract built upon the bilateral transfer of the underlying (or "fundamental") credit risk relative to a specific reference entity (or a set of reference entities) from a protection buyer or risk seller to a protection seller or risk buyer. We use the two concepts "selling protection" and "buying risk" interchangeably. The risk arising from the default of the underlying reference entity is not the only type of credit risk involved in CDS: when a counterparty buys protection from (i.e. sells fundamental credit risk to) another counterparty, it becomes naturally exposed to counterparty risk, i.e. the risk that the protection seller will not honour the contract. However, the nature of the risks arising from this market is not only bilateral. In fact, it is well known that the CDS market shows a high degree of intermediation and the major investment banks, while acting as dealers, do not "retain" underlying credit risk in their portfolios and tend to resell it to other market participants, therefore becoming themselves risk sellers and generating a complex network of exposures, frequently described as a "core-periphery" structure (see, e.g., Peltonen et al., 2014) . The purpose of our paper is to investigate risk transfers among market participants (i.e. how underlying credit and counterparty risks are transferred) and market structure in the CDS market using network analysis tools. Our contributions are both theoretical and empirical. From the theoretical point of view, we introduce the notion of flow-of-risk in a financial network and propose a graph-theoretical methodology to identify where the flow-of-risk originates and where it ends up. We prove sufficient conditions for the so-called "bow-tie" network architecture to emerge. In this architecture, underlying credit risk flows from a set of Ultimate Risk Sellers (URS), into a single set of strongly connected (i.e. forming closed chains of intermediations) Dealers, and eventually ends up into a set of Ultimate Risk Buyers (URB). Empirically, we analyse a unique global dataset of bilateral CDS exposures on major sovereign and financial reference entities in the years 2011-2014 from the DTCC (Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation) and provide several empirical findings. First, we find that a bow-tie structure is present for almost all reference entities across time. Second, an important result of our network analysis is that the trades between the strongly connected dealers represent the majority (about 60% − 90%) of traded CDS notional. Although this stylised fact was first documented by Flood (1994) and Lyons (1995 Lyons ( , 1997 in the FX derivative market and identified as a result of so-called "hot potato" (Burnham, 1991) trades between dealers, it was not analysed in a network setting. A third general empirical finding is that the underlying credit risk flows from a high number of URSs to a small number of URBs, where ultimate risk concentrates in a few leading counterparties. Such concentration may lead to higher distress levels in the system, in case the leading URBs are exposed to correlated reference entities. Finally, we find that, for specific types of reference entities, ultimate risk is not retained within the banking system but flows into non-banking institutions, including asset managers, thereby raising concerns to what extent these institutions may be systemically important. Major traders in the market are frequently in the middle of this series of risk transfers and hence at the centre of the flow-of-risk. These large institutions are often referred to as dealers and they typically maintain a matched book, i.e. their net exposures on each given reference entity are very low with respect to their total gross exposures (Stulz, 2010 ). Yet, these institutions are also largely exposed to counterparty risk, should any of their direct protection sellers default or be in distress. In fact, as we will show empirically, dealers have very large exposures among themselves, thereby reflecting large counterparty risk. Indeed, it is within these intra-dealer positions where the vast majority of CDS notional traded concentrates. However, not all large institutions have low relative net exposures. For example, in the course of the 2007/2008 crisis, AIG was heavily involved in the CDS market. Indeed, as the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA) points out, "AIG was unique among large CDS participants in that it ran a one way book consisting almost entirely of sold protection [emphasis ours]; CDS dealers, in contrast, maintain "matched books" that balance sold with bought protection so net exposure is low." 2 In other words, AIG was acting exclusively as a buyer of risk (seller of protection). By accumulating underlying credit risk, AIG became an important source of counterparty risk. Nevertheless, AIG was not required (given its initially high credit ratings) to post collateral to its counterparties. Therefore, despite their low overall net exposures, dealers exposed to AIG would experience losses, in case of default of a reference entity, as they were still compelled to provide protection to those counterparties to whom they sold CDS. Such losses arise from pure counterparty risk: underlying credit risk is therefore transformed into counterparty risk and flows along the various chains of counterparties. This interlinked structure posed problems not only conditional upon the default of a given "risky" reference entity. In fact, when news about AIG's exposures to other stressed markets (e.g. CDOs) started to spread, the perception that AIG would be less likely to repay its obligation led to increased demand for collateral, which subsequently led to a liquidity crisis that called for AIG's bailout and affected the whole financial system by generating sizeable mark-to-market losses, as described in European Central Bank (2009). In this paper, we propose a model of contagion based on this type of losses. Lehman Brothers, on the other hand, occupied a different position in the network of CDS exposures. It had a "central position as a dealer" (Fender et al., 2008) , likely to seek a matched book rather than an unbalanced net total exposure like AIG. Overall, the AIG and Lehman cases represent an example of enhanced fragility due to the counterparty network structure: Haldane (2009) argues that market participants were "fearful not so much of direct counterparty risk, but of indirect counterparty risks emanating from elsewhere in the network ". In our flow-of-risk approach, AIG would have been identified as an "Ultimate Risk Buyer", exclusively exposed to underlying credit risk; in contrast, Lehman would have been identified as a "dealer", exposed to both underlying and counterparty risk. These two examples show that the network position of an institution is a key aspect in order to understand its relevance in terms of systemic risk.
Related works Our paper is related to several strands of literature. The mechanics of intermediation is of great importance in our approach. Allen and Santomero (1997) point out that modern derivative markets tend to be "mainly markets for intermediaries rather than individuals or firms" and this is not fully reconciled within traditional theories. In this respect, some theoretical models have predicted the existence of intermediation via one or more counterparties in generic OTC markets (Amihud and Mendelson, 1980) . In particular, in foreign exchange markets (FX), inventories imbalances have been proposed as the origin of the so-called "hot potato trading" (Burnham, 1991; Flood, 1994) , i.e. a search process in which market participants engage in a series of repeated passing of positions in order to manage inventory imbalances (Lyons, 1995 (Lyons, , 1997 . 3 More recently, intermediation has been modelled in the context of CDS markets as chains of protection purchasing (Cont and Minca, 2015) . Relatedly, Zhong (2014) models the formation of inter dealer networks in terms of risk sharing and the role of collateral; Hollifield et al. (2014) study the structure of the dealer network and its relation to bid-ask spreads, finding a core of central dealers and other peripheral ones, a result that we find also in our empirical analysis of the CDS network.
Empirically, the development of chains of intermediaries (dealers) in OTC markets have been explained, for instance, by search costs (Hansch et al., 1999) and inventory management (Reiss and Werner, 1998) . In the context of CDS, the role of intermediation has been analysed in Shachar (2012) , who investigates how intermediation capacity and order imbalances in the CDS dealer market impact prices. Oehmke and Zawadowski (2015b) find that CDS have a standardisation and liquidity function in the market. Clerc et al. (2013) have documented that many global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) play a pivotal role in the CDS market. While these institutions tend to act primarily as dealers (and therefore have relatively small net positions), they have large exposures to each other accounting for about 70% of the total notional traded in the market (Benos et al., 2013) , and therefore are an important source of counterparty risk (European Central Bank, 2009 ). Our paper relates also to other streams of literature. The application of network theory to finance and, particularly, in relation to systemic risk, has been recently receiving broad attention (see, e.g. Elliott et al., 2014; Acemoglu et al., 2015) and it now represents one of the main tools for both scholars and policymakers in the analysis of financial stability and systemic risk (Haldane, 2009) . Peltonen et al. (2014) analysed and described the structure of the CDS network with a dataset similar to ours, focussing, however, on aggregated exposures. Other works, such as Duffie et al. (2015) and Cont and Minca (2015) , adopt a network approach to investigate the role of central clearing. As regards counterparty risk, Arora et al. (2012) analyse pricing data from the 2008/2009 period, finding that counterparty risk is indeed priced in CDS transactions, but only to a very small extent. Another related stream of literature studies the role of intermediation, which has been investigated, e.g. by Duffie et al. (2005) who investigate how intermediation and asset prices in over-the-counter markets are affected by illiquidity associated to search and bargaining.
Paper outline The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents our theoretical framework, which can be divided into two parts: first, we develop a model of contagion related to how risk flows (with particular reference to the flow of counterparty risk) and show which network architectures are more conducive to contagion; second, we provide sufficient conditions for the emergence of a bow-tie network architecture in a financial network. Section 3 describes the dataset and illustrates the empirical results. Section 4 summarises the main theoretical and empirical results and concludes. Proofs of the theorems and lemmas in Section 2, alongside useful concepts on graph theory, are reported in the Appendix.
Flow-of-risk: theory
In this Section, we provide the main theoretical results related to our flow-of-risk approach. First, we define the network of CDS exposures and the main conventions adopted throughout the paper. In particular, we will start by defining the CDS network and introducing a distress mechanics. Second, we will derive theoretical results on the flow-of-risk. In particular, we show several theoretical implications of the socalled bow-tie structure, related to the empirical findings in Section 3. The concepts and definitions on graph theory we use in this Section are reported in Appendix A.1. Derivations and proofs are reported in Appendix A.2 and A.3.
Building the CDS network
Consider the set V of the n counterparties active in the CDS market and the set U of the s underlying reference entities. The index i = 1, . . . , n refers to the buyer of protection (i.e. the seller of fundamental credit risk) and the index j = 1, . . . , n refers to the seller of protection (i.e. the buyer of fundamental credit risk). Reference entities are indexed by the letter k = 1, 2, . . . s. Let x ijk (t) be the gross notional amount of protection bought by i from j on reference entity k or, alternatively, the gross notional amount of credit risk transferred from i to j.
We net each bilateral positions at the level of each specific reference entity k. This choice is motivated by the fact that most CDS's written between two counterparties are subject to so-called ISDA Master Agreements, 4 i.e. a standardised agreement which, once established, allows to include each subsequent transaction on a specific reference entity into the original agreement. As a consequence, at a given point in time, each CDS relationship between two counterparties entails only one receivable (or payable, depending on the counterparty's point of view), conditional upon the credit event of the underlying reference entity. Therefore, the bilaterally netted exposure matrix (which captures the netted amount for each bilateral position, i.e the amount of notional j owes to i upon the credit event relative to k) at a certain time snapshot t can be defined as follows:
Fixed a time t, we can see the CDS network as a collection of graphs G k = (V, E k ), (k = 1, . . . , s) with the same set of vertices for all reference entity and different set of edges. By fixing k, Equation 1 is therefore the weighted adjacency matrix of a collection of directed graphs. The aggregate CDS network (as analysed, e.g., in Peltonen et al., 2014) can be obtained by simply summing the netted bilateral position over all reference entities:
As the three-dimensional matrix defined in Equation 1 contains only non-negative values, the aggregate bilateral exposure matrix in Equation 2 does not offset positions with opposite signs between two counterparties when these positions are written on two different reference entities (this approach is also followed in Duffie et al., 2015) . This is motivated by the fact that, in general, reference entities are rather heterogeneous from a risk perspective and therefore it is more meaningful to keep, from our flow-of-risk analysis, the actual exposure, should a credit event on a specific entity occur. Formally, the adjacency matrix in Equation 2 can be associated to the the graph G aggr = (V, s k=1 E k ). We can also build an exposure network at different levels of aggregations. For example, by identifying a specific sub-group SG ⊆ U of reference entities, we can obtain a network aggregated by group of reference entities:
We will make use of Equation 3 in Section 3 to analyse specific groups of reference entities.
Flow-of-risk and distress contagion: theoretical results
Starting from the CDS network defined in Equation 1, we can obtain theoretical results in order to understand how credit risk flows through the set of counterparties via their bilaterally netted links. Consider Figure 1 , which illustrates a simple example of an intermediation chain (Cont and Minca, 2015) for a CDS on a given reference entity k: Figure 1: Flow-of-risk. A simple example of flow-of-risk arising from a series of bilateral transactions in CDS, involving several dealers in the intermediation process. The direction of the arrows denotes the selling of credit risk. This convention will be adopted throughout the paper.
As a result of this intermediation chain, Hedge Fund 1 "indirectly" buys protection from Hedge Fund 2. The existence of many such chains implies that the market of CDS issued on the default of an underlying reference entity can be regarded in terms of a "flow of credit risk" (Campbell and Gallin, 2014) . Such a flow is directed from market players who sell underlying credit risk to other market players who buy risk and it involves, along the way, a large number of counterparties, therefore entailing the existence of chains of counterparty risk, which constitutes the basis of the CDS network architecture. The idea that the network architecture of CDS may be an important source of systemic risk has been put forward in the aftermath of the crisis. For example, (Stulz, 2010) , discusses how "derivatives positions create a web of linkages across financial institutions" and discusses the "argument that this web made the financial system significantly less safe". Brunnermeier et al. (2013) focus on the systemic implications of CDS and finds several channels of contagion, including the risk originating from the network structure. In particular, Brunnermeier (2009) illustrates the "ripple effects" arising from the network structure focusing on two particular liquidity "spirals" (loss spiral and margin spiral). Zawadowski (2013) models systemic crises in an "entagled" OTC market, when counterparty risk is not fully hedged.
With our flow-of-risk approach, we aim at characterising the levels of systemic risk in the CDS markets by going beyond a mere network description of the CDS market. We will provide a formalisation of the role of each counterparty vis-à-vis their effective role in the spreading of distress in the network. Large exposure to counterparty risk can be a determinant of systemic financial distress, as discussed in the Introduction. If we consider the intermediation chain reported in Figure 1 , intermediaries and Hedge Fund 1 have changed the nature of their risk, transforming fundamental risk into counterparty risk. In general, when both the underlying entity and the protection seller default, then the protection buyer faces a loss, which may even trigger its default. In this light, contagion arising from the defaults of counterparties represents an evident channel of distress propagation. However, within a mark-to-market framework, even the simple decline in the ability of repayment of an institution would imply a loss in its direct counteparties. For instance, the mark-to-market losses of the main counterparties of AIG were a quite substantial amount with respect to the notional value (see European Central Bank (2009) for the details). Such mark-to-market losses can then spread in the financial system, to the point of even causing the defaults of its indirect counterparties . Because of these mark-to-market devaluations, even the reduction of the perceived ability of a counterparty to repay it obligations may represent a channel of contagion, especially in times of widespread financial distress. As a matter of fact, during the financial crisis, the largest part of losses attributable to counterparty credit risk was not due to actual defaults, but rather to the mark-to-market loss of value conditional upon the reduction of counteparties' credit worthiness, a practice often referred to as Credit Valuation Adjustment (CVA). 5 This has practical implications since, as witnessed in the recent crisis, shocks derived from US sub-prime mortgage exposures, even though modest with respect to the balance sheet size of certain institutions, had severe consequences to the financial system via valuation losses in counterparty exposures. 6 Within a mark-to-market framework, this can trigger a sequence of devaluations down the chains of counterparties. At the onset the crisis, for instance, a large amount of outstanding value in OTC derivatives was written down because of re-evaluation of counterparty risk. However, within the Basel II framework, capital requirements focused on the variability in market values due to shifts in the underlying credit risk but no specific capital requirement was specifically aimed at addressing this type of accounting losses (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2015). Indeed, one of the crucial reforms introduced in the Basel III regulatory framework (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2010) is a capital charge "for potential mark-to-market losses (i.e. credit valuation adjustment -CVA -risk) associated with a deterioration in the credit worthiness of a counterparty." (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2010, pag. 3). Hence, mark-to-market evaluation must take into account both underlying and counterparty risk. In a CDS contract, the assessment of counterparty risk is determined by the joint event of a default of the underlying entity and the counterparty. In this Section, we develop a mechanics of distress originating from counterparty risk by taking into account both CVA and network effects. In other words, we take into account direct and indirect counterparty risk (Haldane, 2009 ).
Mark-to-market valuation We factorise the mark-to-market value of the protection leg of a CDS into the product of two factors: i) the probability of defaults of the underlying (underlying credit risk) and ii) the probability of the complement of the event of counterparty default given the default of the underlying (counterparty risk). Consider the notional amount of the bilateral exposure a ijk , as in Equation 1 and the transpose graph G k = (V, E k ). We examine the value of the contract from the point of view of all the protection buyers from (risk sellers to) j, i.e. the direct counterparties of j. We denote this set as N j , which represents, in network terms, the set of the neighbors of j. When k does not default, then the CDS pays zero, regardless of the default of j. When k defaults, two scenarios may occur. If counterparty j does not default, then i receives the full notional less the settlement (either physical or in cash), i.e. a ijk (1 − ρ k ), where ρ k is the recovery rate on the obligations of k. If j defaults, then i recovers a fraction dependent on both ρ k and ρ j (the recovery rate of j). We can therefore write the market value of the obligation for all i ∈ N i as the expected value M ijk (see Appendix A.3 for the derivation) of the payoff of the protection leg of the contract:
In Equation 4 we can see the role of the probability of default for the underlying entity. In this formula, we consider the conditional probability p(j|k) without assuming a specific dependence structure between the default events of k and j. The term p(j|k) captures an important aspect of a CDS contract, i.e. that counterparty default matters in the valuation of the contingent claim conditional to the default of the underlying. All the direct counterparties in the set N j would be affected by an increase in this conditional probability. Equation 4 also shows that the mark-to-market value is proportionally increasing w.r.t. the probability of default of the underlying. In case the default of j and k were highly correlated event,
, then M ijk decreases with respect to the increase of p(j). Any shock (either originating from outside the network or within the network) which implies an increase in p(j), would reduce the mark-to-market value of the obligation of any counterparty in the neighbour set N j . In order to better highlight the negative dependence on p(j), we show, for illustrative purpose, how Equation 4 can simplify in the case of i) zero recovery rates (ρ k = ρ j = 0, a reasonable assumption at least in the very short run), and ii) independence of the default events of i and j. Under these assumptions, we can write the market value in Equation 4 as follows:
From Equations 5 it is immediate to notice the negative dependence of the mark-to-market valuation with respect to the probability of default of the counteparty j: should p(j) increase, then the markto-market value of the obligation would decrease and all the counterparties i ∈ N j would experience a mark-to-market loss on their asset side. An important remark is place. The distress process we introduce aims at capturing the fact that, in a CDS network, underlyingcredit risk may become counterparty risk. However, the order of magnitude of the counterparty risk associated may be lower with respect to the underlying notional amount, and will depend on several elements including the presence of collateral (both at the level of initial and variation margins) and buffers built up for losses as the reference entity's risk increases or decreases. In the case of "jump to default" of the underlying entity, a CDS contract entails a sudden payment from the protection seller. These buffers are the key element of the "standardised approach" for counterparty risk exposures as proposed by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. 7 Therefore, estimating the amount of such risk crucially depends on data availability, which ideally would include the amount of underlying credit risk being hedged via bond holding (or other derivatives) and the amount of collateral accrued via initial and variation margins. These data are becoming increasingly more available to regulators and policymakers (Abad et al., 2016) . Our approach represents the starting point for identifying institutions that can represent sources of risk and understanding how risks can propagate throughout the network.
Distress mechanics
We consider a multi-period model, with time indexes t = 0, 1, 2, . . .. At t = 0, we observe the initial CDS network configuration; all counterparties have allocated their CDS exposures. In this work, we do not explicitly model the process of network formation. Rather, we consider the CDS network at t = 0 as the result of an implicit optimal allocation strategy the individual agents in the network, which allows us to comparison different network structures in terms of how distress propagates in the system. In fact, the literature on financial network has shown that, while there are benefits from interconnectedness (e.g. increased diversification, trading opportunities, enhanced market liquidity), a highly densely interconnected financial system may also result in more fragile structures (Acemoglu et al., 2015) , especially in the case of large enough shocks . For ease of notation, we fix a reference entity and drop the index k: the network of underlying credit risk transfers is represented by the graph G = (V, E). At t = 1, a subset of counterparties C 1 ∈ V faces an initial distress, defined as a loss on their asset side. Given the complexity of the network of CDS exposures, the flow-of-risk could present a number of different patterns: the network could indeed present different architectures, with very complex structures. We therefore develop a general mechanism of distress, which can be applied to any kind of network architecture. The fundamental mechanics of the model is as follows: a loss in the asset side of a counterpaty j produces, ceteris paribus, a reduction of j's equity, therefore decreasing j s distance to default (Crosbie and Bohn, 2003) . Since j will be less likely to repay its obligation (as in the classic Merton approach (Merton, 1974) ), this translates into an increase of p(j). The assumption of unaltered financial conditions and, in particular, assuming no potential positive cashflow, reflects a setting when a widespread financial crisis rapidly affects the system (e.g., a general loss of confidence or widespread panic in the market) and financial institutions cannot quickly react by raising enough capital to offsets their mark-to-market losses and mantain their original credit worthiness. In this case, the mark-to-market value of any type of obligations owed by the direct counterparties (i.e. forall i ∈ N j ) will reduce as well, thereby causing a loss in all the counterparties of j. At this point, under the same assumption, the distress will then proceed further in the network. This approach is consistent, for instance, with previous work on financial integration (Stiglitz, 2010) , models on interbank distress (Battiston et al., 2012 (Battiston et al., , 2016a Barucca et al., 2016) and the qualitative description provided by Stulz (2010) (who specifically refers to the CDS market). Moreover, it models how distress originating from counterparty risk spreads in a CVA framework. Formally, we model this mechanism by assuming that the conditional probability that a node is in distress given that any of its direct counterparties is in distress is one:
The dynamics in Equation 6 identifies a set of distressed nodes C t at each time t, conditional upon the set of distressed nodes at t − 1. With such mechanics at play, we can determine how the initial distress from any j ∈ C 1 (i.e. the set of initially distressed nodes) propagates in the network. The process continues iteratively until a certain time T , where all counterparties are either distressed or not.
One of the key graph-theoretical concepts we use in the model is that of reachability (see Appendix A.1). We say that, given the transpose CDS graph G , the reachability set of a node j is composed of all the nodes i for which there exists a path j → i; in other words, the reachability set of j is composed of all its direct and indirect counterparties. The reachability set has a recursive nature, i.e. it can be expressed as the set N j of direct counterparties of j and the union of the rechability sets of all i ∈ N j (see Equation 10 in Appendix A.1). The recursiveness of the reachability set in a financial network is identified in Haldane (2009) , where all nodes in the reachability set of ∀j ∈ C 1 will also be distressed:
Notice that t * C 1 is dependent on C 1 and equal to the maximal distance between the i ∈ C 1 ( i.e. where the shock has initially originated) and any node in the reachability set of C 1 . Finally, we can identify the set of distressed nodes at T = max j {t * j , j ∈ C 1 } as the set of initially distressed nodes C 1 and the union set of the nodes reachable from any node in C 1 : 8
and therefore the number of distressed nodes at T is equal to:
From Equation 7, it is immediate to prove that |C T | ≥ |C 1 |. In other words, the network structure amplifies the number of distressed nodes by a factor |C T |/|C 1 |.
An important results concerns the relationship with the diameter of the network. Since each t * C 1 is equal to the maximal distance between j ∈ C 1 and any node in its reachability set R j , there will be at least one j such that the maximal distance indeed coincides with the diameter. In other words, the end-time T is always bounded by the diameter of the graph. The diameter is a global network measure which can be interpreted as a measure of vulnerability of the whole financial system with respect to the distress of any of its component. Moreover, financial systems with a low diameter may potentially give the regulator less time for intervention, including requests for additional capital buffers in a particular set of nodes. 9
Last, we define the probability of a systemic event as the probability that, for a given CDS network G and conditional to a specific distress configuration C 1 at t = 0, at least a certain fraction ν of nodes will be in distress at t = T :
The fraction φ ∈ [0, 1] can be chosen in a convenient range. However, for the theorems related to systemic distress in the the next Section, we do not need to explicitly specify a value for φ. To summarise, we prove two important results on the level of distress and the time it takes to reach such levels. In particular:
1. the time T at which the distress process ends is always lower or equal than the diameter of the CDS network;
2. the set of the counterparties distressed at time T is given by:
Further, the reachability set R j has a straighforward economic interpretation. In fact, it represents the set of those counterparties that have to reassess, ceteris paribus, the market value of their asset, conditional upon a loss originating in j. This straightforward financial interpretation, coupled with Equation 8 leads to one of the key results of our distress model: fundamental risk transfers between counterparties that are not directly connected generates flows of counterparty distress. Moreover, the time (and therefore the "speed") in which the distress process propagates in the network, is bounded by the diameter of the network. Indeed, the lower the diameter, the lower the upper bound for the time required for the distress to propagate in the network. The diameter of the CDS network can be interpreted as the length (meant as the number of counterparties) belonging the longest intermediation chain in the market.
Network architecture dominance
These results, although provided in the most general case, show a clear dependence on the specific network architecture. We naturally classify the counterparties into three disjoint categories: i) only risk sellers, set S, ii) only risk buyers, set B and iii) dealers, set D, who both sell and buy risk, acting as intermediaries. As we will show, the intermediation structure has a key role in determining the level of system risk implied by each specific network architecture. Within this classification, several different network architectures can arise. Figure 2 shows three network architectures. Green nodes belong to the set S of only sellers, red nodes belong to the set B of only buyers and, last, blue nodes belong to the set D of dealers, in the middle of the intermediation chain. The three network architectures can be described as follows:
1. Figure 2a shows an architecture of intermediation where chains are independent from one another;
2. Figure 2b shows an architecture where chains are interdependent, but the sub-network composed of the nodes in the set D of dealers is not strongly connected, i.e. they are not connected (either directly or indirectly) to all other nodes in D, 3. Figure 2c shows an architecture where chains are again interdependent but, in addition, the subnetwork composed of the nodes in the set D of dealers is strongly connected, i.e. they are connected (either directly or indirectly) to all other nodes in D. We shall refer to this network structure as a bow-tie.
By using the distress process outlined above, we can prove (See Theorem 1 in Appendix A.2) that the bow-tie structure is the type of network with the maximal probability of a systemic event and dominates the other ones, as stated in the following theorem.
THEOREM 1 (Network architecture dominance). The probability of a systemic event in a bow-tie is always higher than in the case of: i) independent intermediation chains and ii) interdependent weakly connected intermediation chains. Formally:
This theorem has a key implication in terms of the way distress may propagate in the system: in a bow-tie architecture, a shock originating from just one node (in the only-risk buyer set) affects all the set D and all the set S. This finding is reported and proved in Theorem 2. This implies that, in a bow-tie architecture, the probability of a system-wide event is larger than in the case of a more fragmented market structure with possibly independent chains. This has particular importance especially if, ex ante, the structure of the market is unknown. Indeed, by assuming a fragmented market, we would underestimate the total systemic losses, conditional upon a single counterparty incurring in a loss.
THEOREM 2 (Systemic distress). Given a CDS network with a bow-tie structure then:
• A loss in an URB implies loss in all dealers and all URSs
• A loss in a dealer implies losses for all dealers and all URSs
This theorem has an important implication related to the Lehman and AIG cases. The situation of both Lehman and AIG put the financial system under severe distress as all counterparties down the chain were potentially affected by the distress originating from upstream. In our empirical analysis (Section 3), we find that a very few URBs concentrate the vast majority of notional. Indeed, by using Equation 4, we can see that when ultimate risk is concentrated in the system, the distress originating from a small number of counterparty can affect the vast majority of the financial system.
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Figure 3: Bow-tie structure and flow-of-risk. Stylised representation of the bow-tie structure in the CDS market: risk flows from the IN component (the URS) to the SCC set (dealers) and eventually ends up in the OUT component (the URB).
The bow-tie network architecture
Bow-tie network architectures have been long known in other research fields. 10 To our knowledge, our paper is the first to make use of this notion within the context of the OTC derivatives network. First, a very important remark is in place: not every network features a bow-tie structure, therefore making network exhibiting such behaviour particularly interesting. Since the bow-tie architecture is the most critical in terms of systemic-wide distress, two natural questions arise:
1. what are the theoretical conditions for such architecture to emerge endogenously?
2. how often do we observe the bow-tie architecture in the global CDS network?
A bow-tie network is composed of the following components:
1. one and only one Strongly Connected Component (SCC ), i.e. a component where from each node it is possible to find a path arriving at every other node;
2. an IN component, i.e. a unique set of nodes whose links point only to the SCC;
3. an OUT component, i.e. a unique set of nodes receiving links stemming only from the SCC.
Formally, if the CDS network features a bow-tie network architecture for a fixed reference entity k, then we can permute the rows and column of the matrix a ijk , such that the matrix can be expressed in the following block-form (definition 1 in A.1):
It is clear from the permuted exposures matrix reported in Equation 8 that, since this is a very specific block-matrix, not all networks present, in general, a bow-tie structure. Figure 3 depicts a stylised representation of a bow-tie network architecture as expressed in Equation 11. On the left, the IN component coincides with the set of Ultimate Risk Sellers (URS), or the institutions that stand at the very beginning of the flow-of-risk. The middle part (in blue) represents the set of intermediaries (the major dealers belong to this group), whose subnetwork of exposures is strongly connected.
Emergence of a bow-tie in an OTC network
We describe a random graph model for a general OTC network in which, under certain minimal assumptions, a bow-tie structure emerges with high probability. Consider the partitions of the set of counterparties V into disjoint sets S, B, D (V = {S ∪ C ∪ B}) we have proposed above. We prove that the emergence of a bow-tie structure is due to two main features of the network:
1. the presence of intermediaries (the dealers, who buy and sell risk at the same time), 2. a sufficient number of linkages between the set of dealers, the number of which is a non-decreasing function of the levels of "hot potato" trades.
The main result is given by the following theorem:
THEOREM 3 (Emergence of a bow-tie). If a graph G = (V, E) is such that the set of nodes can be partitioned in three disjoint subsets B, S, D and:
A1 ∀i ∈ S have only out-going edges, ∀i ∈ B have only in-coming edges and ∀i ∈ D, have at least one in-coming edge and at least one out-going edge from and to another node in D,
A2 the density of the graph δ is larger than a specific threshold,
then G has a bow-tie architecture.
Though the result holds for n → ∞, if n is large enough (as in the binomial/Poisson approximation), we obtain a very good boundary condition for the emergence of a bow-tie. Two main comments are in place.
The first relates to the emergence of a bow-tie architecture as the results of very minimal assumptions on the behaviour of the counterparties in the CDS market. In fact, the presence of a large enough subset of dealers, with a set D of 50 nodes, we would need only 84 bilateral exposures in order to obtain a bow-tie with very high probability. This implies a very low density of about 3.5 percent in the network. The second comment is related to the hot potato trades. These trades can either establish new links between counterparties or increase the weight of already existing links. In either cases, the number of links is a non-decreasing function of the amount of "hot potato" in the system. Remark 1 in Appendix A.3 shows that, indeed, in case of matched books with end-users, the notional levels of hot potato can be arbitrarily large.
Identifying a bow-tie architecture allows for the identification of what type of risk each counterparty bears in the CDS network. URS are only exposed to counterparty risk, dealers are exposed to both counterparty and fundamental risk and, last, URB are exposed only to fundamental risk. Dealers, in particular, are exposed to fundamental risk in the amount their book is unmatched. The relevance of the theoretical findings reported in this Section will be further clarified in the next Section: indeed we will show that the bow-tie architecture can be found consistently both along the vast majority of reference entities and across time. proceed analysing the presence of the bow-tie structure across reference entities and along different time snapshots. Further, we provide a detailed analysis of the portfolio composition of the different Ultimate Risk Buyers.
Data description
The dataset on CDS exposures is provided by the Depository Trust and Clearing Corporation (DTCC) and is extracted from their Trade Information Warehouse (TIW). The sample contains data from four snapshots on gross and net bilateral exposures (bilateral net exposures may be the result of several separate transactions) from 900 counterparties on around 600 major sovereign and financial reference entities. The dates of the snapshots are month-ends of March 2011, April 2012, December 2012 and October 2014. To keep the four snapshots comparable, while still retaining the largest part of the notional traded, we exclude minor counterparties active only on one or very few reference entities. We select 435 active counterparties on the most traded 162 reference entities.
Counterparties Due to the confidentiality of the data, counterparties are anonymised, but categorised in seven sectors: "asset manager", "bank", "financial services", "hedge fund", "insurance", "non financial" and "pension plan". The anonymisation of each individual counterparty is consistent across all reference entities and across the four snapshots.
Reference entities Reference entities are not anonymised and include all traded G20 sovereigns (including all traded EU sovereigns), emerging markets sovereign and several global financials, representing about one-third of the single name CDS market in terms of gross notional. 11 Our data do not include index CDSs. Last, in order to proceed with a more aggregated analysis, we divide the reference entities into eight main categories: EU Periphery sovereigns, EU Core sovereigns, Other developed markets sovereigns, Emerging markets sovereigns, G-SIBS', Bank-periphery, Other financials, and Major Bank non G-SIBs.
The data structure is represented in Figure 4 , where we "stack" the netted bilateral exposure matrices from counterparty i to counterparty j on reference entity k at each snapshot t, as in Equation 1. Table  1 reports the total (bilaterally) netted notional for the aggregated network and for each reference entity category. First, we observe a decline in notional between the first and last snapshot of roughly 30%. This can be due to several reasons, including a general decline in notional traded or the increase of risk-mitigation techniques such as central clearing or compression trades, a practice aimed at reducing the total notional value traded while retaining net individual positions (Benos et al., 2013; D'Errico and Roukny, 2016) . The largest part of notional is traded on EU sovereigns (and, in particular, on EU periphery sovereigns). CDS traded on G-SIBS, which could also be aimed at hedging counterparty risk, also account for a significant part of the total notional. The evolution in time of the relative notional values are also of interest. For example, we observe a sharp drop between March 2011 and April 2012 for the category "EU periphery", whereas trades on other sovereigns increased. The relative notional traded on G-SIBS is stable over time. The relative notional traded on sovereigns issued by emerging market economies and on other sovereign, instead, rises sharply in time. This rise is compensated by the decline on "Bank-periphery", major "non-dealer" and "other financials" categories. In other words, we observe a shift in notional traded from financial to sovereign reference entities. Table 2 provides a brief overview on the statistics on the bilateral links. We observe a distinct decline in the overall number of links both in aggregate and in each individual category. This can be due to several reasons, including the general decrease in notional, the increase of compression trades (reducing the number of bilateral exposures).
Bow-tie architecture: empirical evidence
As discussed in Section 2, finding a bow-tie structure in a network of CDS has important theoretical implication in terms of how financial distress may spread in the system. We also provided sufficient conditions, based on the amount of notional traded within the set of dealers, much of which may be due to "hot potato" trades. Largely confirming this theoretical prediction, our empirical analysis shows that a bow-tie architecture is present both along the vast majority of reference entities and across time snapshots. We start by observing a bow-tie structure in the aggregate network. To this end, we analysed, at first, the aggregate CDS network in time. Figure 5 presents the aggregate networks for the four time snapshots, where we have visualised the bow-tie structure, separating the three sets of counterparties: URS, dealers and URB. In order to highlight the flow-of-risk, following the convention in Section 2, we placed the URS on the right-hand side, the strongly connected subset of dealers in the middle and the URBs on the lefthand side. The bow-tie block structure, and therefore the role of each counterparty in the flow-of-risk, is identified with the algorithm reported in Appendix A.1.2. The size of the nodes reflects the absolute gross notional traded, normalised by the maximum individual gross notional within the respective component. This implies that larger nodes in the set of URBs and URS do not necessarily trade more notional than node of the same size in the dealers' set. The nodes in the strongly connected component are placed closer to the center according to their Katz centrality (Katz, 1953) , a measure that roughly captures the direct and indirect level of intermediation of a node (Friedkin, 1991) . Notice that the fact that we observe a bow-tie in the aggregate network does not naturally imply that we find a bow-tie on all reference entities or in each snapshot. In fact, given the high levels of notional traded on very few reference entities, the structure of the aggregate network can be mostly driven by these major reference entities. We therefore analysed the network for each reference entity for each snapshot across time: we find clear-cut evidence that the CDS network consistently presents a bow-tie architecture both along the space of the reference entities and along each time snapshot. Table 3 shows the results aggregated by groups of reference entity: median values for each component within the subgroups of reference entities are reported. For example, a value of 27.50 in the dealers' set for the subgroup "Bank-periphery" reports the median size of the dealers' set for the disaggregated network referring to all reference entities belonging to that subgroup. By analysing Table 3 , we find several empirical results. First, we observe only one strongly connected component in the network for each reference entity, with exceptions for two reference entities with very low volumes in the snapshots December 12 and October 14, where, in line with our theoretical findings, bilateral trades do not give rise to the bow-tie structure. The presence of only one strongly connected component is consistent across the space of reference entities and across time. Second, we observe that the number of dealers (the nodes within the largest strongly connected component) is consistently higher than the number of URSs and URBs, hence showing the high level of intermediation present in the CDS market. Third, the number of URBs is consistently lower than the number of URSs. Therefore, we can view the URBs as the bottlenecks of the flow-of-risk. These results imply that ultimate risk is concentrated within fewer actors (see Tables 3 and 6 ): the analysis of the concentration of positions in the next part, will further develop these concepts. The strongly connected component, i.e. the subnetwork induced by the set of dealers, also presents interesting characteristics. First, a very large number of financial institutions lies in this component. In particular, we observe between 13-16 major players in each reference entity trading roughly 80−90% of the notional within the SCC, while keeping a relatively low net position (i.e. "matched" books). Such large volumes point to the possibility that these large players are G-SIBs. However, given the anonymisation of our dataset, we cannot confirm this claim. These institutions are not only strongly connected (in the sense that there exists a path of risk transfers from and to any possible pair of the subset), but very densely connected: in fact, on the major reference entities, we observe all the possible bilateral exposures, i.e. a fully connected network. Second, we find a number of minor counterparties in the SCC that act as dealers on a much lesser amount of notional 10 − 20%. This two-tiered network structure of the dealers' subnetwork is in line with previous work on the structure of the dealer networks in the market for municipal bond (Li and Schürhoff, 2014) . We confirm analogous results for the CDS dealer network. Third, an important interpretation of the fact that we observe a strongly connected component is that the mark-to-market losses induced by the distress of a counterparty can potentially reach every other node in the SCC. Importantly, the presence of non-banking institution in this highly interconnected core shows that also these institutions, often not regulated, might be crucial in the propagation of distress. The fourth main result relates to notional exposures resulting from "hot potato" trades. In fact, with our methodology, we can distinguish between the notional traded by ultimate counterparties (URS and URB), the notional traded by the dealers with such counterparties and the notional arising from "hot potato" trades. The exposures deriving from these trades are computed as that notional amount in excess with respect to the notional needed to accommodate for the intermediation between URS and URS. The results are reported in figure 6: we observe that the largest amount of notional indeed originates from these trades. In particular, the amount of these trades is roughly 10 times the total amount traded with end-users, in line with the finding that very few dealers (≈ 12) dominate the central part of the bow-tie. The fifth and last result relates to the robustness of the SCC with respect to elimination of specific nodes. We compute a measure of relative book mismatch as the ratio between all the receivables on a reference entity (conditional to no counterparty default) and the gross exposure (Equation 14). We observe that the dealers' in the SCC, even the largest ones (which have positive out-and in-degree, i.e. the buy and sell risk at the same time), typically do not have completely matched books on each reference entity, unlike a CCP. In fact, these large dealer may be hedging in different ways, including the purchase of the underlying bond or by shifting risk across correlated reference entities. If a dealers offsets to zero its negative (positive) relative book mismatch by selling (buying) protection on the reference entity, then it no longer belongs to the SCC. We test the robustness of the SCC to these changes by progressively removing nodes with increasingly more matched books, as explained in detail in Appendix A.4. Even for very low levels of relative mismatch, we do not observe a disruption of the SCC for the vast majority of reference entities in time. We interpret this result as the confirmation of the existence of a small number of highly connected intermediaries (indeed the largest in terms of absolute notional traded) that create a very densely and strongly connected core within the SCC (Duffie et al., 2015) .
Identification of the Ultimate Risk Sellers and Ultimate Risk Buyers
We now proceed with the analysis of the sets of URSs and URBs, i.e. the ultimate holder of counterparty and underlying credit risk respectively. We will start with a general "bird's eye" on the aggregate network and, then, "zoom-in" into the analysis of specific reference entities.
The aggregate network
In Figure 5 , we can identify hedge funds to be the largest URS, immediately followed by asset managers. On the side of the URB, the situation changes, in that banks are the largest buyers of risk. The aggregate network does show large structural changes in time. A closer look to the classification of URS and URB is provided in Figure 7 : we can see that hedge funds are the largest type of URSs and banks are the largest type of URBs in both snapshots. An important comment is in place for the aggregate network. The amount of risk sold by the URB does is much lower than the amount the amount sold by the URS because an URS on one entity who then buys protection on another, naturally becomes included in the Figure 6 : Decomposition of total notional traded. The graph shows the fraction of the total notional traded by URS (green), URB (red), dealer to either URS or URS (light blue) and the hot potato trades (dark blue) over the total notional traded for each reference entity. We have ordered the reference entities in descending order by total notional traded in each snapshot. We focus on the first 150 reference entities by total notional in both snapshot as some minor reference entities do not feature a bow-tie structure.
set of dealers. This implies that URS tend to have the same directionality on several reference entities, wherease not so many URBs keep this position on several reference entities. An interesting result is the sharp increase in notional on the URB side for asset managers from the first to the fourth snapshot. From this graph, we can conclude that hedge funds have not modified their strategy. However, since we do not have data on the individual portfolio composition, e.g. bond holdings, we cannot draw definitive conclusions, which will be tackled in future work.
Zooming-in: URSs and URBs by reference entity category
When we zoom-in to specific reference entities, we can observe specific patterns in the way risk flows in the CDS market. In Figure 8 , we visualise the network and the underlying flow-of-risk for a major sovereign and a major dealer for the snapshots March 2011 and October 2014. Despite the presence of a bow-tie structure in both snapshots for both reference entities, we can observe important differences in the way risk flows in time and along different reference entities. At first, we compare the flows for the major sovereign. We observe that hedge funds are the major URS in the first snapshot, whereas they become less important in the last snapshot. The structure of the URB does not vary much, except for the emergence of a large asset manager, holding the largest part of underlying credit risk. Therefore, we can say that, in March 11, a large part of fundamental risk flowed (via the dealers) from hedge funds to asset managers, whereas in Oct 14, the largest part of underlying credit risk flow originates from asset managers themselves and banks. This change in the composition of URS may be due to several reasons. These include, for instance, the EU regulation on short selling and uncovered (naked) CDS, which came into force in November 2012: EU institutions trading CDS on a sovereign entity must have a correspondent underlying exposure. 12 Conversely, by comparing the flow for the reference entity "major dealer" in time, we do not find significant changes. The flow originates from asset managers (and, in particular a very large one) and ends with asset managers being the largest category of URBs. Also, we notice the presence of insurance companies, barely present for the major sovereign, on the side of URS. URS on the major dealer reference entity may to hedge their counterparty risk stemming from other positions, although we would need detailed data on their balance sheets in order to further confirm this claim. Last, by comparing the flow in the two reference entities, we observe interesting results that show the potential of this type of analysis. By focusing on the March 11 snapshot, we observe that the main difference is that hedge funds rank as the first URS type, whereas the largest amount of protection on the major dealer was bought by asset managers. On the URB side, instead, we find asset managers to be the largest buyers of risk in both cases. These differences are made clear in Figure 9 : despite the difference in the total notional (the major sovereign is roughly three times as big in terms of notional as the major dealer), it is clear the role of asset managers as risk buyers in the case of the major sovereign and as risk sellers in the case of the major dealer. The discussion on the aggregate network and on the network based on two different reference entities shows that a certain degree of heterogeneity in the way risk flows can be found at the more granular level. We now analyse an intermediate level of aggregation, by considering the aggregate network of "all sovereigns" (typically the most traded reference entities) as the network capturing the "fundamental" credit risk as opposed to the aggregate network of "G-SIBS", capturing the flow of counterparty risk (e.g., when CDS are used as a hedging strategy). By comparing the aggregate network "All sovereigns" in time, we do not observe significant differences, in terms of URS and URB, except for a general decline in the total notional. The comparison of the aggregate network "G-SIBS" in time, instead, shows an interesting change: asset managers become more important URB and less important URS on those reference entities. In other words, asset managers seek less protection on the G-SIBS dealers in October 14 than they did in March 11. The relative situation for the hedge funds does not vary significantly. Last, we analyse the allocation of ultimate risk by type of reference entity. Figure 10 reports a bar plot with a decomposition of ultimate risk by type of reference entity. In particular, we observe a shift in the composition of the notional traded. Taking into account the general decline of the notional levels, we observe a clear change in where the flow-of-risk originates and ends up. In fact, we observe a relative increase of risk bought on EU periphery sovereigns and in other developed markets sovereigns. Also, we observe a relative decline in protection bought (sold risk) on the EU core sovereigns. Further, by zooming-in on two specific types of reference entities (all sovereign entities and the G-SIBs), we observe how ultimate risk is distributed across the different counterparty types. In Figure 11 , we report a bar plot of the notional amount held by URS and URB in March 11 and October 14 for the aggregate network composed by all sovereign entities and all G-SIBs entities. We observe that, both in March 11 and October 14, the largest ultimate protection buyers were hedge funds, and the largest protection sellers were asset managers, despite a general reduction of total notional traded. For the G-SIBs reference entity group, we observe a similar pattern of notional reduction. However, a marked difference is present: asset managers' positions as URB on G-SIBs almost quadruples between 2011 and 2014.
Ultimate Risk Buyers: portfolio and concentration analysis
In the previous parts of this Section, we focused on a detailed analysis at the level of specific (or aggregate) reference entities. In this part, we further narrow down our analysis and focus on the individual URBs and their portfolio composition. In particular, we study i) on which reference entities URBs are most G-SIBs G-SIBs G-SIBs exposed to and, ii) whether we observe a high level of concentration in the positions of URBs.
Portfolio analysis
We start by considering the ten largest URBs in March 11 and October 14. Table 4 reports the three largest exposures for each of these URBs. We show the results by group of reference entity. We observe that several leading URBs have indeed their largest exposures on sovereigns. We also find a bank that has its largest exposures on three different dealers. However, the main result of this analysis is that the largest URBs typically have high overlapped position on similar reference entities. In other words, they have their largest exposures on potentially correlated reference entities, e.g. when two out of three of their largest exposures are on EU periphery sovereigns. Also, we find a bank specialised in offering protection on dealers, plus an asset manager and a hedge fund in October 14 heavily exposed to financials reference entities. This has particular implications in terms of systemic risk, as the co-movements of correlated reference entities, regardless of their default, can results in higher distress and margin calls, as in the AIG case. We will tackle this issue in more details in future work.
Concentration
The second main result stemming from the portfolio analysis it that URBs show a high degree of concentration of their portfolios. In other words, they are highly exposed to a limited number of reference entities. In particular, we find that ultimate credit risk ends up in the hands of a few leading counterparties.
To give a quantitative assessment of the level of concentration of ultimate credit risk, we focus -for the aggregated network by group G (Equation 3 ) of reference entity -on the top (leading) URBs. The number of leading URBs is computed as the nearest integer of the reciprocal of the Herfindahl index:
Results are reported in Table 5 for two time snapshots (March 11 and October 14). The second column of the table shows the number of leading URBs in the network. The second and third column report, respectively, the fraction of leading URBs with respect to the total number of URBs on that reference entity group and the fraction of notional traded by those leading URB. The second and third column, in other words, reflect the Lorenz curve 13 for the total notional traded by the largest URBs. For example, on the EU periphery sovereign row for March 11, we observe a fraction of 14% leading URBs trading 82% of the total notional. With this analysis, we find that all reference entities groups are highly concentrated. The "G-SIBS" group shows a lower degree of concentration, where the ultimate risk appears to be spread between a higher number of URBs. A striking low number of URBs is present for the group "EU Periphery sovereigns". In particular, we observe only one leading URB on the EU periphery sovereign network, trading around 90% of the total URB notional. Overall, a common result is that the few leading URBs cover the striking majority of notional traded: we can therefore conclude that ultimate risk is indeed heavily concentrated. Last, we relate these results on concentration with the flow-of-risk statistics. Table 6 shows the statistics on the average leading URS and URBs for each reference entity considered individually. Results are reported again by reference entity group. Concentration occurs also on the URS side and help in understanding how much the flow-of-risk is concentrated from its origin in the URS towards their end in the URB. For example, for March 11, we observe on average 11 leading URS (origin of the flow) for the category "EU periphery" and the risk flow in the hands of (on average) 5 leading URB. In other words, we can conclude that the large amount of risk flows from 11 URS to 5 URB in that reference entity category. If we compare this result with the October 14 snapshot, we observe a further concentration of risk: the largest part of the notional starts from 6 URS and ends to 3 URB. In summary, our main findings on the portfolio composition of the URBs can be outlined as follows. First, the largest part of risk traded originates in few URS and ends up in even less URBs. Second, we find that URBs show a high degree of portfolio concentration, in other words, they do not have diversified positions on the groups of reference entities. Third, asset managers constitute a large bulk of the risk held by URBs in terms of notional. Fourth, there are some URBs that are significantly exposed to potentially correlated groups of reference entities.
Concluding remarks
This paper provides a theoretical and empirical analysis of the structure of the network arising from the sequence of risk transfers in the CDS market. By introducing the notion of flow-of-risk, we develop a framework to analyse how both underlying credit and counterparty risks flow through the set of counterparties (Ultimate Risk Sellers -URS, Dealers, and Ultimate Risk Buyers -URB) in the network. We provide sufficient conditions for a bow-tie network architecture to emerge endogenously as the result of large intermediation levels (intra-Dealer trades) in the market. Furthermore, we show that a bow-tie network structure is particularly conducive to system-wide distress. In this network architecture, with strongly connected Dealers, the probability of a large loss due to materialization of counterparty risk is higher than in more fragmented network structures. From the empirical point of view, we find that a bow-tie network architecture is present for the majority of CDS reference entities over the four time snapshots. By detecting a bow-tie structure, we can univocally identify the counterparties at the beginning and the end of the flow-of-risk. For the aggregate CDS network, we find that hedge funds are generally the largest URSs, while asset managers and banks are the largest URBs. However, the results show more heterogeneity when it comes to a more disaggregated analysis at the reference entity level. Moreover, we find that the strongly connected component (SCC) of Dealers intermediates most of the notional (roughly 70%). This is an important finding, in terms of network analysis, since the fact that these counterparties are strongly connected implies that a potential counterparty distress originating in one node of the SCC or in the set of URBs can reach a very large fraction of other nodes in the network. Furthermore, we find that the number of URBs is systematically lower than the number of URSs. In other words, underlying credit risk flows from a high number of risk sellers to a few risk buyers. We further analyse the level of concentration of ultimate risk, and find that very small number of leading URBs for each reference entity. This high level of concentration suggests that, should the same URBs be heavily exposed to correlated risk via reference entities, this could engender higher levels of distress in case of a major credit event. Additionally, we find that non-banking institutions, such as asset managers, concentrate a large fraction of ultimate risk for particular classes of reference entities (including, e.g. large sovereigns), thereby pointing to the need to better understand their systemic relevance.
Our future research will aim at understanding different aspects related to the flow-of-risk. For example, given the large decline in notional traded, we wonder i) in which part of the flow-of-risk this reduction is taking place and whether this may be due to risk-mitigation technique such as compression or central clearing, and ii) whether this is affecting individual net positions, thereby understanding the motives for engaging in these markets (Oehmke and Zawadowski, 2015a; Fontana and Scheicher, 2016) . Another avenue of work, which we cannot fully carry out with our current anonymised sample, is related to measuring the extent to which risk flows are overlapped in the network. Overlap may, in fact, occur on two different levels: first, the same counterparties may be exposed to correlated reference entities; second, two reference entities may present similar sets of URS, dealers and URBs. Quantifying whether overlap is significant would help regulators in identifying institutions more vulnerable to common shocks on correlated reference entities. In this light, understanding how fundamental risk on G-SIBs (which could be aimed at hedging counterparty risk) overlaps with the underlying credit risk on different reference entities could help understand how institutions manage counterparty risk. Moreover, our methodology to identify the flow-of-risk naturally lends itself to the analysis of other OTC derivative markets. For example, Interest Rate Swaps (IRS) and FX derivatives would be of significant interest. More generally, our analysis can be applied to any type of OTC network, including liquidity flows in interbank lending and payment systems. From a broader perspective, the paper provides an example of how data from trade repositories can enhance the understanding, both from a research and policy perspective, of a complex OTC derivatives market such as the one for Credit Default Swaps. The availability of this type of data to regulators and policymakers is indeed one of the pillars 14 of the regulatory reforms the G20 leaders committed to in September 2009 in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. In the European Union, this is implemented via the European Markets Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR, 2012). The research and policy work that are ongoing (see Abad et al., 2016 , for an EU level analysis of EMIR data) aim at enhancing the transparency and understanding of these markets.
A Appendix
A.1 Graph theory: notation, definitions, and preliminary results
We will hereby provide some useful definitions and results of graph theory. 15 A graph G = (V, E) is a collection of two sets: V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Unless otherwise stated, n is number of nodes, and m is the number of edges. The CDS graph is directed, i.e. all edges are ordered pairs (i, j) of nodes (counterparties). In our setting, an ordered edge (i, j) represents the transfer of fundamental (credit) risk from i to j (along a specific reference entity). In our construction of the CDS network, exposures are bilaterally netted and therefore the existence of a link (i, j) implies that (j, i) does not exist. The transpose of a graph G = (V, E) is a graph G = (V, E ) where the set of edges E is obtained by reversing the orientation of the edges in E:
The in-degree deg in i of a node i is the number of links pointing to i, whereas the out-degree deg out i is the number of links pointing to other nodes from i. The density of a graph is the ratio between the number of edges and the total possible number of edges δ = |L| n(n−1) .
Reachability A path from i to j, denoted by i → j, is an ordered sequence of edges and nodes in the graph with initial node i and ending node j. By transitivity, if i → j and j → l then i → l. A cycle is a path of any length from i to itself (i → i). Notice that i → j does not necessarily imply j → i. The length of the path is the number of edges in a path. The shortest path (also called geodesic) between any two nodes i and j is the path (if any) with the minimal length. The length of the shortest path between i and j is said to be the distance of i from j. If there exists no path between i and j, then the distance is infinite. The diameter of a graph is defined as the largest distance between any two nodes. The reachability set R i of a node i is the set of those nodes j for which there exist a path i → j; formally:
A straightforward but important consequence of the definition of reachability set is that j ∈ R i =⇒ R j ⊆ R i and, therefore:
Also, let N i be the set of direct neighbours of i (i.e. the nodes in the reachability set of i with unitary distance, i's direct counterparties in the CDS market) of each node i ∈ V . By exploiting the definition of reachability, one can determine the reachability set of any i by means of the following recursive expression:
Equation 10 shows how the i's reachability set can be decomposed into the set of i's direct counterparties (i.e., from a risk management perspective, the counterparties of which i monitors the riskiness) and i's indirect counterparties.
Connectivity The concept of connectivity is fundamental in our approach. A strongly connected component (SCC) is a set of nodes V scc ⊆ V such that ∀{i, j} ∈ V scc , i → j. Notice that, for all pairs of nodes i, j in the SCC, it holds that i → j and j → i; therefore the reachable sets of all nodes in the SCC coincide: R i ⊇ V scc , ∀i ∈ V scc . A strongly connected (SC) graph is a graph composed of one and only one strongly connected component, i.e. V scc = V .
A.1.1 Useful lemmas LEMMA 1 (Probability of obtaining a strongly connected graph). The probability that a graph G = (V, E) is strongly connected is non-decreasing w.r.t. to the number of links.
Proof. By definition, G is strongly connected iff ∀i, j ∈ V ⇒ i ∈ R j . First, suppose G is not strongly connected, then ∃(i, j) s.t.i / ∈ R j . The new reachability set R (i,v) j obtained by adding an additional edge
⊇ R j , and therefore can only increase R j . Last, when G is strongly connected, adding a link to G does not reduce the reachability set of any node and therefore G remains strongly connected.
LEMMA 2 (Emergence of a cycle). Consider a graph G = (V, E), with n = |V | ≥ 2. If each node i has strictly positive out-and in-degree (deg in i > 0 and deg out i > 0), then ∀i ∈ V , there exists at least one cycle containing i.
Proof. The proof consists of two steps.
1. Consider the case deg in i = deg out i = 1. Since i has one outgoing edge and one incoming edge, its outgoing edge coincides with another node's incoming edge. Considering the nodes in the reachability set of i, we always find at least one node j whose outgoing edge coincides with i's incoming edge. Therefore there is always at least one path i → i, which means that i belongs to at least one cycle.
2. Since the probability of obtaining SCC is non-decreasing w.r.t. the addition of links, we can add an arbitrary number of links to the graph, and therefore any node can have arbitrary in-degree and out-degree.
LEMMA 3 (Union of non-disjoint cycles). The union of any number of non pairwise-disjoint cycles is strongly connected.
Proof. We start by proving that the lemma holds in the case of two cycles having at least one node i in common. In this case, i is reachable from and can reach any other node in either cycles. Therefore, by transitivity, each node in either cycles is reachable from any node in either cycles. If a graph G contains more than two non pairwise-disjoint cycles, then there is a path from any node in any cycle to any other node and G is strongly connected.
DEFINITION 1 (Bow-tie network architecture). A graph G(V, E) has a bow-tie architecture if and only if V can be partitioned into three disjoint sets of nodes IN, SCC, OU T such that:
1. SCC is strongly connected, and it is the only strongly connected subset in the graph;
2. all nodes in IN can reach SCC but cannot be reached from it, these nodes are the upstream nodes in the graph;
3. OU T nodes can be reached from SCC but cannot reach it. These nodes are "downstream" in the graph.
In other words, identifying a bow-tie structure attempts at finding a permutation matrix Q suchat that the permutation of the original matrix A has the following blocks structure:
where, since the SCC is strongly connected, the block A SCC, SCC is irreducible.
where we have written the payoff in terms of the conditional probability of default. 17 This allows to make explicit the positive dependence on p(k) and the negative dependence on p(j|k). The higher the probability of default of the counterparty conditional upon the default of the reference entity, the lower the expected payoff. In the paradigmatic case when recovery rates are set to zero (for instance, in the very short run after the default event) and the default events are independent, we can write the market value as follows:
[independence of defaults of j and k] which simplifies the formula and makes explicit how an increase in the default probability of j reduces the mark-to-market value of the contract.
A.3 Theoretical results on systemic distress
Proof of Theorem 1 Proof. We start by proving that P syst ind ≤ P syst ind . For this to hold true, it suffices that, for each possible configuration of C 1 , the reachable set R i of any i ∈ C 1 in the case of independent chains is always contained in the reachable set of any i ∈ C 1 in the case of semi-independent chains. In the case of independent chains, the R i comprise the dealers along the chains and the URS. In the case of interdependent chains, it comprises at least the same dealers and might include more dealers and URBs. Therefore:
Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. We need to show that there always exists a directed path, i.e. a series of distinct adjacent nodes in the CDS exposures network such that the starting nodes is the URS i and the last node is the URB j. 
Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. Because of assumption A1, each i must lie in at least one cycle. In a very basic setting, we assume that presence of an edge between occurs with a certain probability, as in an ER (Erdős and Rényi, 1959) random graph model. We know that the undirected version of an ER graph as a connectivity threshold for its density δ > log(n) n , as n increases. This implies that G is weakly connected if the number of links is larger than δ × n(n − 1) = log(n) n × n(n − 1) = (n − 1) log(n). If G is weakly connected, then there is a path (regardless of the direction) from any i to any j. This implies that all the cycles in the graph are surely non pairwise disjoint. Since every node lies in at least one cycle, it means that the graph is also strongly connected.
REMARK 1 (Hot potato notional). In case of dealers with matched books with URBs and URSs, there is always a configuration allowing for an arbitrarily high level of notional traded. Figure 12 show how, in the presence of matched books with end users, the inter-dealer trades can be arbitrarily large. This is due to presence of a strongly connected component connecting the dealers (in blue) in a cycle. Figure 12 : Size of "hot potato" trades. In the presence of matched books with end users (in green, the URS and, in red, the URBs), the dealers (in blue) can have arbitrarly large positions within themselves.
A.4 Robustness of the bow-tie network architecture
The block-model reported in Equation 11 represents a very specific block structure for the adjacency matrix and, consequently, for the correspondent network structure. This implies that, in general, a departure from that specific block form would not map into a bow-tie architecture for the associated network. Here, we analyse the robustness of the bow-tie model to our data by focusing on two aspects: i) we compute an error score due to the presence of non-zero element in the block structure in the blocks where those are not expected; ii) we test the robustness of the bow-tie structure versus a change in the topological roles of the nodes in the SCC.
Error score For each reference entity k and snapshot t, we adopt an approach similar to that of Craig and Von Peter (2014) and Fricke and Roukny (2016) . We count the number of links we observe in the six zero-blocks of Equation 11, i.e. A IN, IN A SCC, IN , A OUT, IN , A OUT, SCC , A OUT, OUT . For each reference entity k at each time snapshot t, we then compute the total error score as follows: The results strongly confirm the presence of a bow-tie in the CDS network. Results are reported in Figure 13 We obtain a zero error score for a total of 129, 127, 115, 118 over the 162 reference entities for the snapshots March 2011, April 12, December 12, and October 14 respectively. This implies that, for more than 70% (85% percent of the notional in our sample) of the reference entities a bow-tie is found with absolute precision. These reference entities are typically the largest in terms of traded notional and include all the major global sovereigns and financials. Further, it is important to notice that the reference entities for which we observe a positive error score have typically experienced distress or credit events and the overall trading activity has dropped to very few outstanding trades. Further, the vast majority of non-zero error scores are due to trade between nodes in the out component (i.e. the URBs). Typically the number of links that do not fit a bow-tie are between 1 and 2. The figure on the right hand side compares the error score for different reference entities in time (both in log-scale). On the x-axis we computed the error score normalised by the number of links for each reference entity in the snapshot. The results show very low normalised error scores for largely traded reference entities.
Robustness of the SCC The random graph model we propose in this work is based on a density argument: the more "hot potato" trades, the more the number of links in the dealer subnetwork which leads, in turn, to a higher probability of obtaining a bow-tie. However, we wonder how robust such network architecture is with respect to a reduction in the number of trades within the strongly connected component of the bow-tie. The key quantity for this analysis is the relative book mismatch b ik , ∀(i, k), computed as follows:
b ik = receivables on k − payables on k max {receivables on k, payables on k} = j a ijk − j a jik max j a ijk , j a jik
Equation 13 measures the relative net fundamental risk transferred by node i on reference entity k. The numerator can be interpreted as the amount of money i receives in case of default of k and no default of any of its counterparties. We further tested the normality of the net positions j a ijk − j a jik for each reference entity k for each snapshot by performing a Jarque-Bera test (Jarque and Bera, 1987) : we can reject the hypothesis of normality at the 5% significance level in about 90% of the reference entities consistently in time. By construction, we have:
for all URSs, ∈ (−1, 1) for all nodes in the SCC (dealers), −1 for all URBs.
We then implement, for each reference entity k and for each time-snapshot t, the following algorithm:
Initialisation: Set θ > 0 arbitrarily small. Initialise the set of nodes U = V SCC , U is the only strongly connected component.
Step 1: Compute b ik , ∀i ∈ U .
Step 2: Remove from U all nodes such that |b ik | > 1 − θ. This moves the selected nodes either to the set of URS or URB.
Step 3: Perform the bow-tie analysis and compute the number of strongly connected components.
Step 4: Increase θ and repeat the procedure.
In our implementation, we set the initial threshold equal to 0.1 and we stop the iteration at 0.9. The idea behind this procedure is to incrementally "move out" of the SCC those nodes that are closer to being either in the IN our OUT component in order to "break" the strongly connected component. For sake of brevity, we do not report the whole set of results of our robustness analysis. As an example of the analys, consider Table 7 , which reports the number of strongly connected components we find for different values of θ. In particular, we focus on the first 15 largest reference entities for the first snapshot (March 2011). The table lists the 15 most traded reference entities and the number of strongly connected components found for incremental values of θ. We find two main results for all the different snapshot. First, the threshold for which the bow-tie topology is disrupted lies within 0.3 − 0.5 for the vast majority of reference entities. Second, the least traded reference entities are those for which we observe a disruption of the bow-tie structure for lower values of θ. Since we are only dealing with nodes in the SCC, these results reinforce our argument about how increasing "hot potato" trades as a sufficient condition for the emergence of a bow-tie structure. 
